2 MUCH - single

Artist: Flosstradamus ft. 24hrs
Non-Airable Tracks: NONE
Label: Ultra Music

After listening to this prepare to have the lyrics, "Too much xans, too much molly, too much money, too much body, no i.d., blocked my call, I throw money, watch it fall," replay in your head because it's very catchy. The song starts off sort of slow, but not really, and then it goes right into its beat drop. Once that beat drops your head will be moving along to the beat and it's hard to resist. It has a strong electronic vibe to it, but it's very good. The rapping skills of 24hrs fits well with the vibe of the entire song. It's like trap music combined with electronic music to make this gem. Once you hear it you'll want to hear it live so you can dance or do whatever you want with everyone else at the concert.

Sounds Like:
RL Grime
Sounds Like:
Keys N Krates

Recommended Tracks:
2 MUCH: it's a single and it's good

Name: Sommer Yazzie
Date Reviewed: 02/21/2018

- electronic/dance [1]
- RPM [2]
- Trap [3]